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� Abstract
We demonstrate improved methods for making valid and accurate comparisons of fluorescence measurement capabilities among
instruments tested at different sites and times. We designed a suite of measurements and automated data processing methods to
obtain consistent objective results and applied them to a selection of 23 instruments at nine sites to provide a range of instruments as
well as multiple instances of similar instruments. As far as we know, this study represents the most accurate methods and results so
far demonstrated for this purpose. The first component of the study reporting improved methods for photoelectron scale (Spe) evalu-
ations, which was published previously (Parks, El Khettabi, Chase, Hoffman, Perfetto, Spidlen, Wood, Moore, and Brinkman: Cyto-
metry A 91 (2017) 232–249). Those results which were within themselves are not sufficient for instrument comparisons, so here, we
use the Spe scale results for the 23 cytometers and combine them with additional information from the analysis suite to obtain the
metrics actually needed for instrument evaluations and comparisons. We adopted what we call the 2+2SD limit of resolution as a
maximally informative metric, for evaluating and comparing dye measurement sensitivity among different instruments and measure-
ment channels. Our results demonstrate substantial differences among different classes of instruments in both dye response and
detection sensitivity and some surprisingly large differences among similar instruments, even among instruments with nominally
identical configurations. On some instruments, we detected defective measurement channels needing service. The system can be
applied in shared resource laboratories and other facilities as an aspect of quality assurance, and accurate instrument comparisons
can be valuable for selecting instruments for particular purposes and for making informed instrument acquisition decisions. An insti-
tutionally supported program could serve the cytometry community by facilitating access to materials, and analysis and maintaining
an archive of results. © 2018 International Society for Advancement of Cytometry
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COMMONLY quoted indicators of fluorescence measurement

capability like stain index (SI) (1) depend on the particular

choice of cells or sample of interest while others, for example,

the “molecules of equivalent fluorophore (MEF) of an

unstained Rainbow bead” often quoted in instrument specifi-

cations, are not really correlated with ability to detect dim sig-

nals (2). In response to the unmet need for maximally

informative instrument comparisons separated in time and

space, we developed a general, accurate, and reliable approach

for evaluating fluorescence measurement performance.

The physics and statistical aspects of fluorescence detec-

tion in cytometers indicate that two fundamental parameters,

conventionally called Q and B, describe the measurement

capabilities, where Q is the photoelectron signal per unit of

dye, and B is the total background (electronic and optical)

separate from any specific signal (3,4). In practice, as instru-

ment baseline restoration prevents direct evaluation of back-

ground signal, B is inferred from the variance measured

at the minimum possible signal level. Alternatively, Q and the

2+2SD limit of resolution metric (2,5) can be used.

The first component of this study (6) established

improved methods for accurate evaluation of Spe scales. Spe

scale evaluations in themselves are valuable for understanding

measurements on a single instrument including “spillover

spreading” in fluorescence compensation and for setting cor-

rect weights in the weighted least squares method (WLSM)

for spectral unmixing (7). However, additional information is

needed for calculating Q and B or 2+2SD. Here we combine

Spe scale results with calibrated dye measurements and back-

ground distributions to obtain high quality comparisons

between instruments.

Details of materials and methods along with additional

results and discussion are provided in Supporting Information.

ORGANIZATION AND APPROACH OF THE PROJECT

We selected nine laboratories and 23 instruments for the

study and assembled a set of reference particle samples, LED

test equipment and detailed instructions for data acquisition.

The project objective was to evaluate the instruments in their

normal running condition, so the instrument operators were

instructed to use instrument conditions they would use for

typical immunophenotyping experiments. The instruments

include 8 LSR-IIs, 1 LSR Fortessa, 5 FACSAria, 1 FACSCanto,

1 FACSVerse, 1 Accuri C6, 1 Scanford (upgraded FACScan),

1 FACSCalibur, 1 MoFlo, 2 Influx and 1 Xitogen XTG1600

(now the Beckman Coulter CytoFLEX). As described in (1),

measurements for Spe scale evaluation included LED signals

and two multilevel, multidye particle sets. The LED system

was a prototype of the quantiFlash (A-P-E GmbH). The mul-

tilevel beads were an 8-level, 5-dye set from Spherotech, and

a 6-level, 4-dye set from Thermo Fisher. Calibrated dye scales

were evaluated using a 10 dye set of dried FACSuite FC Beads

preloaded with dye-conjugated antibody (BD Biosciences).

The dyes were APC, APC-Cy7, APC-H7, FITC, PE, PE-Cy7,

PerCP, PerCP-Cy5.5, V450, and V500-C. The samples had a

rated shelf life of 6 months, and brightness assignments were

provided in “ABD” units that approximate the output of a

reference antibody-dye conjugate (8). Fluorescence channel

backgrounds were evaluated using small unlabeled particles

(Duke Standards 1.011 μm).

To avoid any form of subjective analysis, we developed a

script for the R statistical environment (9) to perform the

extensive calculations automatically and reproducibly. It

incorporates the whole set of data analyses for each instru-

ment including all of the constraints and checks for data

acceptance. The analysis procedure for LED and multilevel

bead data to obtain Spe scales is described in (6). The analysis

for the FC Beads and Duke 1,011 nm beads started with gat-

ing on the main FSC-SSC peak. Identified populations were

Gaussian fitted in fluorescence dimensions to obtain peak

means and SDs.

We define the measurements and their relationships as

follows. Spe scales in instrument measurement units (MFI)

define QMFI = Spe/MFI. The FC Bead measurements provided

dye scales in ABD units per MFI or ABD/MFI, and the stan-

dard deviation (SD) of the Duke 1,011 nm bead distribution

corresponds to the background SD in MFI or BSDMFI. The

dye specific Q is QABD = Spe/ABD = QMFI/(ABD/MFI). The

background SD expressed in Spe is BSDSpe = BSDMFI × QMFI.

The background SD expressed in ABD is BSDABD = BSDSpe/

QABD = BSDMFI × (ABD/MFI). Due to the mean–variance

equivalent of Poisson processes, the background in Spe is

BSpe = (BSDSpe)
2. The background in ABD is

BABD = BSpe/QABD.

Other measures of staining quality including Staining

Index (1) and Separation Parameter (SP) or Separation

(S) (4,10) provide useful information, but they reference par-

ticular unstained or stained cells and do not estimate the min-

imum dye needed for detection or population resolution.

Therefore, we selected the 2+2SD limit of resolution metric

(2,5). As illustrated in Figure 1, this is the amount of dye sig-

nal added to the background distribution that would yield a

positive distribution whose point 2SDs below its mean equals

the point 2 backgrounds SDs above the background mean. In

practice, rather than try to experimentally identify a signal

level meeting the 2+2SD criterion, we calculate it using the

other available measurements. In Spe, it can be expressed as

2+2SDSpe ¼ 4 1 + BSpe
1=2

� �

¼ 4 1 + BSDSpe

� �

: ð1aÞ
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In ABD units

2 + 2SDABD ¼ 2 + 2SDSpe=QABD ¼ 4 1=QABD +BSDABDð Þ:

ð1bÞ

The derivation for these equations is provided in Sup-

porting Information. From (1b), it is clear that, for high

values of Q, 2+2SDABD approaches 4BSDABD and, for low

values of Q, it will be higher than 4BSDABD.

We consider 2+2SD to be a much more meaningful and

intuitive metric than B for use by cytometrists. The practical

benefit of 2+2SD is that it is a fundamental measure of instru-

ment capability that defines a minimum limit of resolution

and is not dependent on any particular choice of cell samples

or applications. Lower 2+2SD values mean that distributions

of negative and low positive events will have less overlap and

could, if sorted, be obtained in higher purity with less cross

contamination. The 2+2SD limit of resolution values will

apply directly to low background samples like most microor-

ganisms and extracellular vesicles (EVs). Particular applica-

tions with samples that have substantial autofluorescence or

background staining will require a higher amount of dye than

Table 1. QSpe as Spe/1000 ABD dye units

Statistical photoelectrons (Spe) per 1000 ABD units of dye (= 1000 × QABD or Q1000ABD) by instrument and measurement channel.

The results are color coded to represent low (a), average (c) and high (b) Q values relative to the median for all instruments on that mea-

surement channel. NA indicates measurements that could not be made on the instrument.

Figure 1. Illustration for the 2+2SD “limit of resolution” criterion.

The lasers-on background distribution is shown in red. A

distribution with added LED signal is shown in blue where the

LED level was selected to make the point 2SD below its mean the

same as the point 2SD above the background mean. This amount

of added signal is defined as the 2+2SD limit of resolution. For

comparisons between instruments, the instrument scale units

(MFI) were converted to ABD units of a dye appropriate for the

measurement channel. [Color figure can be viewed at

wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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the 2+2SD level for good separation, but instruments with

lower 2+2SD will always be at least somewhat better than

instruments with higher 2+2SD.

DATA EVALUATION RESULTS, INSTRUMENT

COMPARISONS, AND INTERPRETATION

All of the instrument data as well as summary spread-

sheets, the R script used for the data analysis, output files

from the automated analysis procedure (2,8) and supporting

information document are available in FlowRepository (11) at

https://flowrepository.org/id/FR-FCM-ZZTF.

The evaluation of Q, B, and 2+2SD depends on three

measured factors, Spe scale (Spe/MFI), dye bead signal

(ABD/MFI), and background SD (BSDMFI) combined as

described above. The precision of these measured factors

along with FC Bead stability data, determines the uncer-

tainties in the metrics. For Spe scales on instruments with lin-

ear electronics, 90% of standard errors (SE) were <3%, and

on log amp instruments 85% of SEs were <10%. The SEs of

FC Bead means should be <1%, and even acquisitions at

higher than specified flow rates give means lowered by <1%.

We tested the FC Bead stability and found 12 h retests all

within 3%. At 9 and 17 months 90% of samples were within

4% of the initial level with none worse than 10%. Finally, we

evaluated the uncertainty in 1,011 nm bead background SD

values at <1%. Therefore, we conclude that a large majority of

the Q and 2+2SD values in the tables should be accurate to

within 10%.

Table 1 shows QABD for each dye on each of the instru-

ments expressed for convenience as Q1000ABD, the number of

photoelectrons detected for 1,000 ABD dye units. Q1000ABD

values more than 2.5-fold above or below the median are

highlighted. The 2+2SD “limit of resolution,” representing the

amount of dye needed for clear detection of dye positive

events, is shown in Table 2 as 2+2SDABD for all of the dyes

and instruments. Entries above twice the median or below

half of the median for each dye are highlighted. High Q

values result in greater measurement precision and are valu-

able for minimizing spectral overlap spread in compensated

data. The jet-in-air sorters (MoFlo, and two Influxes) have

Q1000ABD values far below the median of all instruments. This

along with imperfections in the analog log amps, make these

instruments a poor choice for applications requiring fluores-

cence compensation. Due largely to their very low Q values,

the MoFlo and Influxes have generally high 2+2SD values

Table 2. ABD units needed to provide 2+2SD separation from background

Instrument results and comparisons for 2+2SD limit of resolution in ABD units. The results are color coded to represent low (a),

average (c) and high (b) sensitivity relative to the median for all instruments on that measurement channel. NA indicates measurements

that could not be made on the instrument.
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although these overlap the lower end of 2+2SD on instru-

ments with immersion optics indicating that the MoFlo and

Influxes should be usable for nondemanding measurements.

The Xitogen uses avalanche photodiode (APD) detectors and

has the highest Q1000ABD value in each of the measurement

channels and better than median detection sensitivity on all

channels. This should make it an excellent choice for multi-

color fluorescence applications. Among the eight LSR-IIs

there is not much more than a factor of 2 range in Q1000ABD

in some channels and over an order of magnitude in others

indicating that something is probably defective in the chan-

nels with very low Q1000ABD values. In particular, the identi-

cally configured LSR-IIs A-E are generally quite similar with

a few defective channels revealed. In 2+2SD, these instru-

ments are matched within a factor of 2 to 3 on most chan-

nels except for the high 2+2SD on the V450 and V500-C

channels of LSR-II D, which result from very low Q1000ABD

values. Evidently, LSR-II G was in need of repair with multi-

ple channels showing very high noise that led to high 2+2SD

values.

Using the whole set of data for each instrument, we gen-

erated robust, useful, and precise instrument evaluations with

a standardized process and automated analysis tools. This

work points the way to a broader program that would allow

cytometrists to evaluate and compare their instruments in a

systematic and accurate fashion. Ideally, institutional support

will be organized to further develop appropriate materials and

procedures for flow cytometer evaluation, provide a resource

for consistent analysis of the resulting data and host a pub-

licly accessible archive of instrument evaluation results

(within FlowRepository?). Such a project might involve an

ISAC working group in collaboration with NIST and compa-

nies producing cytometers and the various materials needed.

In particular, NIST should have responsibility in coordination

with the manufacturing corporations for maintaining the con-

sistency of dye level assignments. Instrument manufacturers

could greatly facilitate Spe scale evaluation by installing LEDs

at appropriate points (especially in more enclosed systems)

and providing software control and processing to automati-

cally evaluate Spe scales.
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